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Abstract. This work aims to advance computational methods for projection-based reduced-order models (ROMs) of linear time-invariant (LTI) dynamical systems. For such systems, current practice relies on ROM formulations expressing the state as a rank-1 tensor (i.e., a vector), leading to computational kernels that are memory bandwidth bound and, therefore, ill-suited for scalable performance on modern architectures. This weakness can be particularly limiting when tackling many-query studies, where one needs to run a large number of simulations. This work introduces a reformulation, called rank-2 Galerkin, of the Galerkin ROM for LTI dynamical systems which converts the nature of the ROM problem from memory bandwidth to compute bound. We present the details of the formulation and its implementation, and demonstrate its utility through numerical experiments using, as a test case, the simulation of elastic seismic shear waves in an axisymmetric domain. We quantify and analyze performance and scaling results for varying numbers of threads and problem sizes. Finally, we present an end-to-end demonstration of using the rank-2 Galerkin ROM for a Monte Carlo sampling study. We show that the rank-2 Galerkin ROM is one order of magnitude more efficient than the rank-1 Galerkin ROM (the current practice) and about 970 times more efficient than the full-order model, while maintaining accuracy in both the mean and statistics of the field.
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1. Introduction. The “extreme-scale” computing era in which we are living, also referred to by many as the dawn of exascale computing (the capability to perform 10^{18} floating-point operations per second), is enabling a shift in the paradigm within which we approach new problems. We no longer target few simulations executed for specific choices of parameters and conditions, but are increasingly interested in exploiting high-fidelity models to generate ensembles of runs to tackle many-query problems, such as uncertainty quantification (UQ). These typically require large sets of runs to adequately characterize the effect of uncertainties in parameters and operating conditions on the system response. Such an approach is key to solve, e.g., design optimization and parameter-space exploration problems.

If the system of interest is computationally expensive to query—for example very high-fidelity models for which a single run can consume days or weeks on a supercomputer—its use for many-query problems is impractical or even impossible. Consequently, analysts often turn to surrogate models, which replace the high-fidelity model with a lower-cost, lower-fidelity counterpart. To be useful, surrogate models...
should meet accuracy, speed, and certification requirements. Accuracy ensures that
the surrogate produces a sufficiently small error in target quantities of interest. The
maximum acceptable error is typically defined by the user and is problem-dependent.
Speed ensures that the surrogate evaluates much more rapidly than the full-order
model, and one typically has to consider a tradeoff between speed and accuracy. Cer-
tification ensures that the error (and its bounds) introduced by the surrogate can be
properly quantified and characterized. We additionally note that it is often desirable
that surrogate models preserve important physical properties, such as Lagrangian or
Hamiltonian structure, or mass conservation.

Broadly speaking, surrogate models fall under three categories, namely (a) data
fits, which construct an explicit mapping (e.g., using polynomials, Gaussian processes)
from the system’s parameters (i.e., inputs) to the system response of interest (i.e.,
outputs), (b) lower-fidelity models, which simplify the high-fidelity model (e.g., by
coarsening the mesh, employing a lower finite-element order, or neglecting physics),
and (c) projection-based reduced-order models (ROMs), which reduce the number of
degrees of freedom in the high-fidelity model through a projection process. The main
advantage of ROMs is that they apply a projection process directly to the equations
governing the high-fidelity model, thus enabling stronger guarantees (e.g., of structure
preservation, of accuracy via adaptivity) and more robust error analyses, e.g., via a
priori or a posteriori error bounds. We can identify two main research branches
within the field of ROMs, one addressing nonlinear systems and the other focusing
on linear systems. In this work, we focus on the latter, more specifically linear time-
invariant (LTI) dynamical systems, which are linear in state but have an arbitrary
nonlinear parametric dependence.

Projection-based model reduction of LTI systems is a mature field in terms of
methodological and algorithmic development [9, 6], but we argue that it lags be-
hind in terms of implementation and computational advancement. On the one hand,
numerous ROM techniques have been developed for such systems accounting for,
e.g., observability and controllability [51, 75, 52, 42], $H_2$-optimality [24, 76, 31],
structure preservation [41, 10], and non-affine parametric dependence [13, 23]. Fur-
thermore, these ROMs can be certified via a priori and a posteriori error analy-
sis [58, 60, 61, 40, 64, 73, 51, 9, 25]. As a result, it is possible to construct stable,
accurate, and certified ROMs for a wide class of LTI systems. On the other hand,
the computational aspects of solving these systems efficiently, especially in the con-
text of many-query problems, has not achieved a comparable level of maturity. This
statement is grounded in the fact that the standard formulation of ROMs for LTI
dynamical systems expresses the state as a rank-1 tensor (i.e., a vector), see [9, 6],
which makes the corresponding computational kernels memory bandwidth bound (as
we will show in § 4.2), and therefore not well-suited for modern multi-core processors
or accelerators.

This work presents our contribution towards improving the computational effi-
ciency of ROMs for LTI systems. We present and demonstrate a reformulation of
the ROM problem for LTI dynamical systems such that we change its nature from
memory bandwidth bound to compute bound, making it more suitable for modern
multi- and many-core computing nodes. More specifically, we believe this work makes
the following contributions:

- a new ROM formulation, referred to as “rank-2 Galerkin”, for LTI dynamical
  systems that is efficient for many-query problems, and comprehensive
  numerical results to demonstrate its performance and scalability;
- a new open-source C++ code, developed from the ground up using the
performance-portable Kokkos programming model [14], to simulate the evolution of seismic shear waves in an axi-symmetric domain:

- detailed numerical examples based on the shear wave problem to demonstrate the rank-2 Galerkin ROM (which, to the best of our knowledge, also constitutes the first application of ROMs to seismic shear waves).

The paper is organized as follows. In § 2, we present the formulation and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of various Galerkin ROM formulations, in § 3 we present the test case chosen for our numerical experiments and its implementation details, and in § 4 we describe the results. Conclusions and outlook to future work are presented in § 5.

2. Mathematical Formulation. We focus on problems expressible in semi-discrete form as

\[
\frac{dx}{dt}(t; \eta, \mu) = A(\eta)x(t; \eta, \mu) + f(t; \eta, \mu),
\]

where \( x : [0, t_{\text{final}}] \times D_\eta \times D_\mu \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^N \) is the state, \( x(0; \eta, \mu) = x^0 \) is the initial state, \( A(\eta) \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N} \) is the discrete system matrix parametrized by \( \eta \in D_\eta \subset \mathbb{R}^{N_\eta} \), \( f : [0, t_{\text{final}}] \times D_\eta \times D_\mu \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^N \) is the time-dependent forcing term also parametrized by \( \mu \in D_\mu \subset \mathbb{R}^{N_\mu} \), and \( t_{\text{final}} > 0 \) is the final time. We assume \( N \) to be large, e.g., hundreds of thousands or more, which is a suitable assumption for real applications. Since the state is a rank-1 tensor (i.e., a vector), hereafter we refer to a formulation of the form (2.1) as the rank-1 full-order model (Rank1FOM).

The above formulation is linear in the state, but can have an arbitrary nonlinear parametric dependence. No assumption is made on the original problem leading to (2.1), thus making it applicable to systems obtained from the spatial discretization of a partial differential equation (PDE) or problems that are inherently discrete. We assume the discrete system matrix, \( A(\eta) \), to be sparse, with its sparsity pattern depending on the problem and chosen discretization. We remark that the formulation above, as well as what we present below, is also applicable to the case where \( A(\eta) \) has an affine parametrization. We purposefully split the parametric dependence into \( \eta \) and \( \mu \) to highlight their different roles: \( \mu \) includes only the parameters that impact the forcing, while \( \eta \) includes all the others. This separation will be helpful for the formulations in the sections below.

2.1. Applicability and representative applications. A wide range of problems in science and engineering have governing equations of the form (2.1). For example, the dynamics of a deforming structure can often be modeled as linear, but the load distribution on the structure can be parametrized by nonlinear functions. This is typical in the field of aeroelasticity, where the aircraft structure is modeled by a linear PDE and the aerodynamic loads on the aircraft are highly nonlinear [17, 49, 22, 7, 12]. Similarly, the temperature of a structure may often be modeled with the linear heat equations and boundary conditions set by nonlinear temperature distributions and/or heat loads [33]. Nonlinear boundary conditions commonly arise in a number of applications including electronics cooling [79, 5], building thermal management [20], and industrial heat exchanger design [62]. Neutral particle (neutron, photon, etc.) transport, when simulated via deterministic methods, often gives rise to linear systems of this form [43, 67]. Acoustic waves are also modeled with a linear PDE, but can have a number of nonlinear sources, most notably turbulent shear layers that arise in the wakes of cars, aircraft, and other moving objects [46, 21, 56, 47]. Linear circuit models are ubiquitous in electrical engineering and evolve time according to ODEs of
the form (2.1) while commonly being driven by complex nonlinear forcing functions [72, 16, 80].

2.2. Galerkin ROM. Projection-based ROMs generate approximate solutions of the full-order model (2.1) by (a) restricting the state to live in a low-dimensional (affine) trial subspace, and (b) enforcing the residual of the ODE to be orthogonal to a low-dimensional test subspace. In this work, we limit the scope to the Galerkin ROM, which is one of the most popular methodologies (another one is, e.g., Petrov-Galerkin).

The Galerkin ROM approximates solutions \( \hat{x}(t; \eta, \mu) \approx x(t; \eta, \mu) \) in a low-dimensional affine trial subspace, \( \hat{x}(t; \eta, \mu) \in \mathcal{V} + x_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mu) \), with \( \text{dim}(\mathcal{V}) = K \) such that \( K \ll N \) and where \( x_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mu) \in \mathbb{R}^N \) defines the affine offset (also called the reference state). Here, we take \( \mathcal{V} = \text{Range}(\Phi) \), where \( \Phi = [\phi_1 \cdots \phi_K] \) comprises \( K \)-orthonormal basis vectors. Such a basis may be obtained, for example, by proper orthogonal decomposition [65, 11]. For \( t \in [0, t_{\text{final}}] \), \( \eta \in \mathcal{D}_\eta, \mu \in \mathcal{D}_\mu \), the FOM solution is approximated as

\[
(2.2) \quad x(t; \eta, \mu) \approx \hat{x}(t; \eta, \mu) = \Phi \hat{x}(t; \eta, \mu) + x_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mu),
\]

where \( \hat{x} : [0, t_{\text{final}}] \times \mathcal{D}_\eta \times \mathcal{D}_\mu \to \mathbb{R}^K \) are referred to as the generalized coordinates. The initial state for the generalized coordinates can be computed by projecting the FOM initial condition, i.e., using \( \hat{x}(0; \eta, \mu) = \Phi^T x(0; \eta, \mu) \).

Equipped with (2.2), the Galerkin ROM proceeds by restricting the residual to be orthogonal to the trial space yielding the following reduced-order model

\[
(2.3) \quad \frac{d\hat{x}}{dt}(t; \eta, \mu) = \hat{A}(\eta)\hat{x}(t; \eta, \mu) + \hat{f}(t; \eta, \mu) + \hat{x}_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mu)
\]

where \( \hat{A}(\eta) \equiv \Phi^T A(\eta) \Phi \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times K} \) is the reduced (dense) system matrix, \( \hat{f}(t; \eta, \mu) = \Phi^T f(t; \eta, \mu) \) is the reduced forcing, \( \hat{x}_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mu) = \Phi^T x_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mu) \) is the reduced reference state, and we used the fact that \( \Phi^T \Phi = I \). A schematic of the above system is shown in Figure 1. When the basis is not orthogonal, the transpose operations in (2.3) should be replaced with the pseudo-inverse. Note that the affine offset, \( x_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mu) \), is introduced for generality, but it not always necessary: when unused or null, it simply drops out of the formulation. Hereafter we refer to a system of the form (2.3) as the rank-1 Galerkin ROM (Rank1Galerkin).

The last term on the right in (2.3), \( \hat{x}_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mu) = \Phi^T A(\eta) x_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mu) \), can be efficiently evaluated since it is time-independent and only needs to be computed once for a given choice of \( \eta \). The term \( \hat{f}(t; \eta, \mu) = \Phi^T f(t; \eta, \mu) \), despite being seemingly
more challenging because of its time-dependence, can also be computed efficiently by considering two scenarios, namely one where \( f \in \mathbb{R}^N \) is a dense vector and one where it is sparse, with just a few non-zero elements. In the former case, since \( K \) is sufficiently small, the best approach would be to precompute and store the product \( \Phi^T f(t; \eta, \mu) \) for all the target times over \([0, t_{\text{final}}]\). For the other scenario, i.e. a sparse forcing, one can exploit its sparsity pattern at each time \( t \) by operating only on the corresponding rows of \( \Phi \). This allows one to avoid pre-computing the forcing at all times while maintaining computational efficiency since only a few elements must be operated on.

### 2.3. Rank-1 Formulation Analysis

The Rank1FOM and Rank1Galerkin formulations are suitable when the objective is to perform a few individual cases, but become inefficient for many-query scenarios involving large ensembles of runs on modern architectures. The reason is that computing the right-hand side of both Rank1FOM and Rank1Galerkin requires memory bandwidth-bound kernels, which impede an optimal/full utilization of a node’s computing resources, especially on modern multi- and many-core computer architectures [30, 78, 19]. A partial solution would be to run the simulations in parallel, as demonstrated in [77], but the individual runs in this approach would still be of the same nature.

Indeed, the Rank1FOM in (2.1) is characterized by a standard sparse-matrix vector (spmv) product, which is well-known to be memory bandwidth bound due to its low compute intensity regardless of its sparsity pattern, see e.g. [8, 19]. Defining the computational intensity, \( I \), of a kernel as the ratio between flops and memory access (bytes), the spmv kernel has approximately \( I \approx \frac{\text{nnz}}{6N + 2 + 10\text{nnz}} \), where \( \text{nnz} \) is the number of non-zero elements [8, 19].

For the Rank1Galerkin in (2.3), the defining term is the product \( \hat{A}(\eta) \hat{x}(t; \eta, \mu) \) of the reduced system matrix with the vector of generalized coordinates, which requires a dense general matrix vector (gemv) product. This kernel is also memory bandwidth bound with an approximate computational intensity \( I \approx 1/4 \) [53], when the matrix is square as in (2.3).

### 2.4. Rank-2 Formulation

In light of the previous discussion, we now present an alternative formulation and implementation that is computationally more efficient for many-query problems with respect to the parameter \( \mu \) on modern many-core architectures. Let \( X : [0, t_{\text{final}}] \times \mathcal{D}_\eta \times \mathcal{D}_\mu^M \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{N \times M} \) represent a set of \( M \) trajectories for the FOM

\[
X(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) \equiv [x_1(t; \eta, \mu_1) \ldots x_M(t; \eta, \mu_M)],
\]

for a given choice of \( \eta \) and where \( \mathcal{M} = \mu_1, \ldots, \mu_M \) is the set of parameters defining the \( M \) forcing realizations driving the trajectories of interest.

Similarly to (2.1), we can express the dynamics of these FOM trajectories as

\[
\frac{dX}{dt}(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) = A(\eta)X(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) + F(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}),
\]

where \( X(0; \eta, \mathcal{M}) = [x_1(0; \eta, \mu_1) \ldots x_M(0; \eta, \mu_M)] \) is the initial condition, and the forcing contribution is \( F(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) \equiv [f(t; \eta, \mu_1) \ldots f(t; \eta, \mu_M)] \). We refer to the system of the form (2.4) as the rank-2 FOM (Rank2FOM). The Rank1FOM in (2.1) can be seen as a special case of Eq. (2.4) with \( M = 1 \).
Fig. 2. Schematic of the rank-2 Galerkin formulation discussed in Eq. 2.5.

To derive the corresponding Galerkin ROM, we approximate the state as

\[ X(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) \approx \tilde{X}(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) \equiv \Phi \tilde{X}(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) + X_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mathcal{M}), \]

where \( X_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mathcal{M}) \equiv [x_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mu_1) \cdots x_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mu_M)] \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times M} \), and applying Galerkin projection we obtain

\[ \frac{d\tilde{X}}{dt}(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) = \hat{A}(\eta) \tilde{X}(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) + \hat{F}(t; \eta, \mu) + \tilde{X}_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mathcal{M}), \tag{2.5} \]

where \( \hat{X} : [0, t_{\text{final}}] \times D_\eta \times D_\mu \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{K \times M} \) is a rank-2 tensor of time-dependent generalized coordinates, \( \hat{F}(t; \eta, \mu) = \Phi^T F(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) \) is the reduced forcing, \( \tilde{X}_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mathcal{M}) = \Phi^T A(\eta) X_{\text{ref}}(\eta, \mathcal{M}) \) is the reduced reference state. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the system in (2.5), which hereafter we refer to the rank-2 Galerkin ROM (Rank2Galerkin). The key question we now pose is what advantage, if any, is gained by employing the rank-2 formulation of the FOM and Galerkin ROM over the rank-1 alternatives? The answer is that, when evaluated in a many-query context, Rank2FOM has minimal advantages over Rank1FOM, whereas Rank2Galerkin has major benefits over Rank1Galerkin. We will demonstrate this numerically in § 4.1 and § 4.2, but provide the key insight here.

For the FOM, the Rank2FOM in (2.4) involves the term \( \hat{A}(\eta) \hat{X}(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) \) requiring a sparse-matrix matrix (spmm) kernel which, despite having a compute intensity higher than spmv, remains memory bandwidth bound, see e.g. [3, 29]. This implies that Rank2FOM yields some but limited improvements over Rank1FOM.

On the other hand, the Rank2Galerkin in (2.5) has a major advantage over Rank1Galerkin because it changes the nature of the problem from memory bandwidth to compute bound. This stems from the fact that computing the term \( \hat{A}(\eta) \tilde{X}(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) \) on the right-hand side of Rank2Galerkin in (2.5) involves a dense general matrix multiplication (gemm)\(^1\), which has the advantage of performing \( \mathcal{O}(n^3) \) flops on \( \mathcal{O}(n^2) \) memory accesses, yielding a compute bound kernel ([53]). The gemm is one the

\(^1\)The gemm kernel is \( C = \alpha \cdot \text{op}(A) \text{op}(B) + \beta \cdot C \) where \( \alpha, \beta \) are scalars, \( A, B \) and \( C \) are matrices, and \( \text{op}(X) = X \) or \( \text{op}(X) = X^T \).
most studied kernels in dense linear algebra. The approximate computational intensity for \texttt{gemm} is $I \approx K/16$, since the reduced system matrix in Eq. (2.5) is square with size $K \times K$. This makes the rank-2 Galerkin ROM very well-suited for modern multi- and many-core computing nodes where a high computational intensity is critical for achieving good scaling and efficiency.

Previous work in the field of computational science that is relevant can be found, e.g., in [36, 26, 27, 57]. In [57], the authors propose an “embedded ensemble propagation” technique which exploits modern CPUs’ vectorization and C++ templates to simultaneously propagate multiple samples together. This work, however, does not explicitly address ROMs. In [36, 26], the authors focus on efficient reformulations of the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations to solve ensembles. The idea is to employ a reformulation that allows to solve a single linear system for multiple right-hand sides. These studies, however, are tailored to the Navier-Stokes equations. The work in [26] is based on the previous ones, but is particularly relevant to model reduction because the authors discuss an ensemble-based POD Galerkin ROM tailored to the incompressible Navier—Stokes equations for efficiently solving problems characterized by multiple initial conditions and body forces. The idea is based on first performing an ensemble reformulation of the FOM, from which a POD-Galerkin ROM is then constructed. The resulting method is first-order accurate in time, and is tailored to the Navier-Stokes equations. We note that no performance results or comparisons to standard approaches are presented in [26].

3. Test Case Description. As a test case for our numerical experiments, we choose the propagation of global seismic shear waves in spherical coordinates. Shear waves are also called S-waves (or secondary) because they come after P-waves (or primary). The main difference between them is that S waves are transversal (particles oscillate perpendicularly to the direction of wave propagation), while the P waves are longitudinal (particles oscillate in the same direction as the wave). Both P and S waves are body waves, because they travel through the interior of the earth and their trajectories are affected by the material properties, namely density and stiffness.

We specifically focus on the axisymmetric evolution of elastic seismic shear waves. The governing equations in the velocity-stress formulation [32, 34] can be written as:

$$
\rho(r, \theta) \frac{\partial v}{\partial t}(r, \theta, t) = \frac{\partial \sigma_{r\theta}}{\partial r}(r, \theta, t) + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial \sigma_{\theta\theta}}{\partial \theta}(r, \theta, t) \\
+ \frac{1}{r} (3\sigma_{r\theta}(r, \theta, t) + 2\sigma_{\theta\theta}(r, \theta, t) \cot \theta) + f(r, \theta, t)
$$

$$
\frac{\partial \sigma_{r\phi}}{\partial t}(r, \theta, t) = G(r, \theta) \left( \frac{\partial v}{\partial r}(r, \theta, t) - \frac{1}{r} v(r, \theta, t) \right)
$$

$$
\frac{\partial \sigma_{\theta\phi}}{\partial t}(r, \theta, t) = G(r, \theta) \left( \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial v}{\partial \theta}(r, \theta, t) - \frac{\cot \theta}{\theta} v(r, \theta, t) \right),
$$

where $t$ represents time, $r \in [0, r_{\text{earth}}]$ is the radial distance bounded by the radius of the earth, $\theta \in [0, \pi]$ is the polar angle, $\rho(r, \theta)$ is the density, $v(r, \theta, t)$ is the velocity, $\sigma_{r\phi}(r, \theta, t)$ and $\sigma_{\theta\phi}(r, \theta, t)$ are the two components of the stress tensor remaining after the axisymmetric approximation, $f(r, \theta, t)$ is the forcing term, and the shear modulus is $G(r, \theta) = \nu_s^2(r, \theta) \rho(r, \theta)$, with $v_s$ being the shear wave velocity. Note that we assume both the density and shear modulus to only depend on the spatial coordinates. Such a formulation is referred to as 2.5-dimensional because it involves a 2-dimensional spatial domain (a circular sector of the earth) but models point sources with correct 3-dimensional spreading [32, 34].
This is an application of interest to geological and, in particular, seismic modeling. Previous studies focusing on shear waves modeling can be found, e.g., in [32, 15, 34, 74] and references therein.

3.1. Discretization. Since shear waves cannot propagate in liquids, the system of equations in (3.1) is not applicable to the core region of the earth. Therefore, we solve Eq. (3.1) in the region bounded between the core-mantle boundary (CMB) located at \( r_{\text{cmb}} = 3,480 \) km, and the earth surface located at \( r_{\text{earth}} = 6,371 \) km. We discretize the 2D spatial domain using a staggered grid as shown in Figure 3 (a). Staggered grids are typical for seismic modeling and wave problems in general, see [34, 70, 71]. We use a second-order centered finite-difference [34] method for the spatial operators in Eq. (3.1), which is sufficient for the purposes of this study.

The Rank2FOM formulation of Eq.(3.1) can be written as

\[
\frac{dX_v}{dt}(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) = A_v(\eta)X_v(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) + F_v(t; \eta, \mathcal{M})
\]

(3.2)

\[
\frac{dX_\sigma}{dt}(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) = A_\sigma(\eta)X_\sigma(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}),
\]

where \( X_v \in \mathbb{R}^{N_v \times M} \) is the rank-2 state tensor for the velocity degrees of freedom, \( X_\sigma \in \mathbb{R}^{N_\sigma \times M} \) is the rank-2 state tensor with the stresses degrees of freedom, \( A_v(\eta) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_v \times N_v} \) is the discrete system matrix for the velocity, \( A_\sigma(\eta) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_\sigma \times N_\sigma} \) is the one for the stresses, and \( F_v(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) \) is the rank-2 forcing tensor. In this work, the finite difference scheme adopted leads to system matrices \( A_v(\eta) \) and \( A_\sigma(\eta) \) with about four and two non-zeros entries per row, respectively. The corresponding Rank1FOM can be easily obtained from (3.2) by setting \( M = 1 \).

We use the following boundary conditions, similarly to [34]. Directly at the symmetry axis, i.e., \( \theta = 0 \) and \( \theta = \pi \), the velocity is set to zero since it undefined here due to the cotangent term in its governing equation. This implies that at the symmetry axis the stress \( \sigma_{r\phi} \) is also zero. At the core-mantle boundary and earth surface we impose a free surface boundary condition (i.e., waves fully reflect), by setting the zero-stress condition \( \sigma_{r\phi}(r_{\text{cmb}}, \theta, t) = \sigma_{r\phi}(r_{\text{earth}}, \theta, t) = 0 \). Note that this condition on the stress implicitly defines the velocity at the core-mantle boundary and earth surface and, therefore, no boundary condition on the velocity itself must be set there. We remark that, differently than [34], we do not rely on ghost points to impose boundary conditions, because these are already accounted for when assembling the system matrices \( A_v(\eta) \) and \( A_\sigma(\eta) \).

The Rank2Galerkin formulation of the system in Eq.(3.2) can be expressed as

\[
\frac{d\hat{X}_v}{dt}(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) = \hat{A}_v(\eta)\hat{X}_v(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) + \Phi_v^T F_v(t; \eta, \mathcal{M})
\]

(3.3)

\[
\frac{d\hat{X}_\sigma}{dt}(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}) = \hat{A}_\sigma(\eta)\hat{X}_\sigma(t; \eta, \mathcal{M}),
\]

where \( \hat{A}_v(\eta) \equiv \Phi_v^T A_v(\eta) \Phi_v \in \mathbb{R}^{K_v \times K_v} \) is the reduced system matrix for the velocity and \( \hat{A}_\sigma(\eta) \equiv \Phi_\sigma^T A_\sigma(\eta) \Phi_\sigma \in \mathbb{R}^{K_\sigma \times K_\sigma} \) is the one for the stresses, \( \Phi_v \) and \( \Phi_\sigma \) are the orthonormal (i.e., \( \Phi_v^T \Phi_v = I \) and the same for \( \Phi_\sigma \)) bases for the velocity and stresses, respectively. This enables, by default, a physics-based separation of the degrees of freedom which inherently have considerably disparate scales. This benefits the computation of the POD modes for the ROM, because they can be computed independently for velocity and stresses, and no specific scaling is required. Furthermore, it allows one to potentially use different basis sizes to represent the velocity and
stresses degrees of freedom. Note that we omitted the reference state because we do not use it here. The corresponding Rank1Galerkin can be obtained by setting $M = 1$.

For time integration of both the FOM and ROM, we use a leapfrog integrator, where the velocity field is updated first, followed by the stress update. This is a commonly used scheme for classical mechanics because it is time-reversible and symplectic. The initial conditions consist of zero velocity and stresses.

To the best of our knowledge, this work provides the first example of ROMs applied to elastic shear wave simulations. However, it is important to acknowledge that the application of ROMs to wave propagation is not new, and refer the reader to [55, 54]. These two studies focused on illustrating the feasibility and quantifying the accuracy of ROMs for acoustic wave simulations. Of particular interest is the discussion presented in [54] on various techniques to make ROMs feasible for three-dimensional acoustic simulations, a non-trivial task due to the size of the problem. In a future study, one could explore, for example, the combination of some of the methods presented in [55] with our rank-2 formulation.

3.2. Implementation, Material Model and Forcing. We implemented the rank-1 and rank-2 formulations of both the FOM and ROM for the shear problem above in C++ using the performance-portable Kokkos programming model [14]², and make the repository publicly available at github.com/fnrizzi/ElasticShearWaves to favor scientific reproducibility and benefit other researchers. Kokkos exposes a general API allowing users to write code only once, and internally exploits compile-time polymorphism to decide on the proper data layout, and dispatching to the suitable backend depending on the target threaded system, e.g., OpenMP, CUDA, OpenCL, etc. Therefore, once the code is written, it can be easily tested on CPUs and their corresponding GPUs with minimal effort.

One of the key aspects related to modeling seismic shear waves is the choice

---

²https://github.com/kokkos/kokkos

Fig. 3. (a): schematic of the axi-symmetric domain and staggered grid used for simulating the shear wave system in Eq. (3.1), where the red-filled circles represent grid points where the velocity $v$ is defined, the gray-filled squares represent those for the stress $\sigma_{\theta\phi}$ and the gray-filled triangles are those for the stress $\sigma_{\phi\phi}$. (b): profiles of density $\rho$ and shear velocity $v_s$ as a function of the radial distance down to the core-mantle boundary as defined by the PREM model. The shaded gray region represents the simulation domain.
of material model (i.e., density and shear modulus) and forcing term. Our code currently supports a few 1D material models: a single layer and a bilayer model and the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) [18]. We are in the process of adding support for the ak135f [39, 50]. We remark that these are 1D models in the sense that they only depend on the radial distance. For the single layer model, one needs to set the radial profile of the density and shear wave velocity. For the bilayer model, one needs to set the depth of the discontinuity separating the layers, and profiles within each layer. The single and bilayer models are useful for testing and exploratory cases but are obviously not fully representative of the earth structure. The PREM and ak135f are two of the most commonly used models. These models have several discontinuities and complex profiles describing the material properties.

Figure 3 (b) shows the profiles of the material properties as defined by the PREM model. We designed the code in a modular fashion such that adding new material models or extending existing ones is straightforward.

The forcing term has two main defining aspects, the form of the excitation signal and the location at which it acts. We support two kinds of signals commonly used for seismic modeling, namely a Ricker wavelet and the first derivative of a Gaussian [59]. The main parameter to set for these signals is the period, $T$, which is a key property to explore for characterizing seismic events. Similar to the design of the material model, our implementation is easily extended to include other kinds of signals. As for the location, due to the axisymmetric approximation, the seismic source cannot be placed exactly on the symmetry axis [34], i.e. $\theta = 0$ and $\theta = \pi$. Therefore, for a given depth, it is placed at the first velocity grid point such that $\theta > 0$.

4. Results. The results presented below are obtained with a machine containing two 18-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6154 CPU @ 3.00GHz, each with a 24.75MB L3 cache and 125GB total memory. We enable hyperthreading, thus supporting a maximum of 36 logical threads per CPU, so a total of 72 threads. We use GCC-8.3.1 and rely on kokkos and kokkos-kernels version 3.1.01. We use Blis-0.7.0 [69, 68] as the kokkos-kernels’ backend for all dense operations. In the present work we only run on CPUs enabling OpenMP as the default Kokkos execution space. A more detailed study encompassing the role of the compiler and architecture (e.g., running on GPUs) is left for a future work. The results are divided into four parts. Scaling and performance results obtained for the FOM are presented in § 4.1 and for the Galerkin ROM in § 4.2. Accuracy results and a representative use case for a many-query problem are discussed for the ROM in § 4.4 and § 4.5, respectively. For reproducibility purposes, in the supplementary material we provide the full details to access the data corresponding to the results below as well as the scripts used for the runs.

4.1. Full-order Model Performance and Scaling. In this section, we present scaling and performance tests obtained for the shear wave simulations using the Rank1FOM and Rank2FOM, see Eq.(3.2). For brevity, we omit the full details of the model and physical parameters used to carry out these FOM numerical experiments and refer the reader to supplemental material. For this analysis the physical details are not important because they only come into play during the preprocessing stage and, therefore, have no impact on the performance.

We consider $M \in \{1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 48\}$, thread counts $2, 4, 8, 12, 18, 36, 72$, and total degrees of freedom $N \in \{785, 152, 3, 143, 168, 12, 577, 792; 50, 321, 408\}$. These

---

4https://seismo.berkeley.edu/wiki_cider/REFERENCE_MODELS
values of $N$ are the total degrees of freedom originating from choosing the following grids for the velocity: $256 \times 1024$, $512 \times 2048$, $1024 \times 4096$ and $2048 \times 8192$. Note that in general one should choose the value of $M$ considering its trade off with the amount of memory required. Indeed, if one needs to save state data very frequently, using large values of $M$ can yield a very large memory utilization for the FOM problem. Here, to make this FOM analysis feasible for $M \leq 48$ and since we are not interested in the physical data, we disable all input/output related to saving data.

For the Rank2FOM, we use a row-major ordering for the state matrix. This choice, given the OpenMP execution space chosen for Kokkos, yielded a performance superior to using column-major ordering. For the sake of clarity, we remark that for the Rank1FOM we do not need to choose the memory layout, because a rank-1 state is just a 1D array. For both Rank1FOM and Rank2FOM we use the following OpenMP affinity:\footnote{https://www.openmp.org/spec-html/5.0/openmp.html, \url{https://github.com/kokkos/kokkos-kernels/wiki/spmv_benchmarks}} \texttt{OMP\_PLACES=threads} and \texttt{OMP\_PROC\_BIND=spread}.

Figure 4 shows the computational throughput (GigaFLOPS) in panel (a), the memory bandwidth (GB/s) in panel (b) and the average\footnote{The average time per step is computed by timing the full simulation and dividing by the total number of steps, which we set in all cases to 1000.} time (milliseconds) per time step in panel (c) for a representative subset of values of thread counts and $M$. We make the following observations. First, Figures 4 (a,b) show that as the problem size increases and the thread count increases to 36 the computational throughput plateaus around 10 GFlops (which is in line with other typical sparse kernels \cite{44}) and the memory bandwidth around about 68 (GB/s), which is close to the max bandwidth ($\sim 85$ GB/s) of the machine in its current configuration. This indicates a good performance, and confirms that the problem is memory bandwidth bound. Second, panel (b) shows that for the smallest problem size ($N = 0.78 \cdot 10^6$), the memory bandwidth exceeds the theoretical one, indicating cache effects playing a key role at that scale. These cache effects become increasingly less evident as the problem size increases. Third, if we fix the problem size, $N$, and thread count, we observe that the performance improves if we use the rank-2 implementation. This is because of the higher arithmetic intensity of the $\text{spmm}$ kernel in the Rank2FOM compared to $\text{spmv}$ in the Rank1FOM. For the sake of the argument, consider the problem size $N = 12 \cdot 10^6$ and the case with 36 threads: Figure 4 (c) shows that using $M = 16$ allows us to simultaneously compute sixteen trajectories for only a seven-fold increase in the iteration time with respect to $M = 1$. The plots also seem to suggest that the benefit of simulating multiple trajectories at the same time, i.e., using $M \geq 2$, is evident when going from $M = 1$ to $M = 4$, but then plateaus, suggesting that there is a limiting, problem-dependent value of $M$ after which no major gain is obtained. Fourth, panel (c) allows us to assess the strong scaling behavior of the FOM problem. If we fix $N$ and $M$, we observe a good scaling from 2 to 8 threads, but a degradation as we go from 8 to 36. This is expected and explained as follows: since the problem is memory bandwidth bound, and 8 threads are nearly enough for the computational kernels to saturate the memory access (see panel (b)), one cannot expect a substantial improvement in the performance if we increase the thread count.

4.2. ROM performance and scaling. This section presents scaling and performance results for the rank-1 and rank-2 Galerkin ROMs introduced in Eq.(3.3).

To carry out this analysis, we make the following simplifications: (a) we use random data to fill the reduced operators in Eq.(3.3) (a demonstration and discussion of the
Fig. 4. Performance results obtained for the full-order problem in Eq. (3.2) showing (a) the computational throughput (GFlops), (b) the memory bandwidth (GB/s), and (c) the average time (milliseconds) per time step, for various thread counts, problem and forcing sizes $M$. The limits of the vertical axes are the same as those used in Figure 5.

Galerkin ROM accuracy on a real shear wave problem is presented in § 4.4 and § 4.5); (b) we turn off all input/output related to saving data and only collect timing information; and (c) we use the same ROM size, $K$, for the velocity and stresses generalized...
coordinates, i.e., \( K_v = K_{\sigma} = K \).

We consider the following ROM sizes \( K \in \{256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096\} \), thread counts \( 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 18, 36, 72 \), and \( M \in \{1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024\} \). Recall that the case \( M = 1 \) corresponds to the Rank1Galerkin while \( M \geq 2 \) corresponds to Rank2Galerkin. We remark that these choices of \( M \), despite seemingly large, are all feasible for the ROM problem thanks to the small state dimensionality. To give an example, let us consider a Galerkin ROM problem of the form Eq.(3.3) with the largest size, i.e., \( K = 4096 \), and suppose we collect a total of 500 reduced states. If we use \( M = 1000 \), which corresponds to simulating 1000 forcing realizations simultaneously, and considering we have one equation for the velocity and one for stresses, it would require only \( \approx 65 \) MB for the generalized coordinates, \( \approx 268 \) MB for the reduced system matrices and \( \approx 33 \) GB to store all the state snapshots. This is well within the memory capacity of modern computing nodes. Note that we are not accounting for the size of the basis because the reduced operators can all be precomputed offline.

For both Rank1Galerkin and Rank2Galerkin we use a column-major layout for all the operators; this is a suitable to interface to the BLAS library used by the kokkos-kernels to execute all the dense kernels. All runs are completed using the following OpenMP affinity\(^7\): \texttt{OMP\_PLACES=cores} and \texttt{OMP\_PROC\_BIND=true}.

Figure 5 shows the computational throughput (GigaFLOPS) in panel (a), the memory bandwidth (GB/s) in panel (b) and the average\(^8\) time (milliseconds) per time step in panel (c) for a representative subset of values of threads and \( M \). We make the following observations. First, Figures 5 (a,b) clearly show that Rank1Galerkin (i.e. \( M = 1 \)) is a memory bandwidth-bound problem, while Rank2Galerkin (\( M > 1 \)) is a compute-bound problem. This is evident because the case \( M = 1 \) yields a limited throughput, namely \( \mathcal{O}(10) \) GFlops, which remains substantially unchanged if we increase the ROM size \( K \). Also, if we fix \( M = 1 \) and increase the number of threads, we observe a minor improvement only up to 8 threads, which is already enough to saturate the system. On the contrary, when \( M \geq 16 \), using more threads is generally beneficial and the throughput reaches a maximum of 1TFlops when the cores are fully utilized. Compared to the GFlops obtained for \( M = 1 \), the one for \( M = 16 \) is one order of magnitude larger, and increases to two orders of magnitude for \( M \geq 512 \). Second, for the ROM sizes explored here, the computational throughput achieves its maximum when \( M = 512 \) and no major improvement is obtained using \( M = 1024 \). For example, for \( K = 2048 \), using \( M = 512 \) and 36 threads yields about 1TFlops, which remains the same for \( M = 1024 \). Third, panel (c) allows us to assess the strong scaling behavior. We observe excellent scaling when \( M \geq 16 \) and the ROM size is sufficiently large, while a poor scaling is generally obtained when \( M = 1 \), which is a direct consequence of the different nature of the kernels.

4.3. When should an analyst prefer the Rank2Galerkin? The results above highlight the excellent performance of Rank2Galerkin and quantified the main differences between it and Rank1Galerkin. A natural question arises: when should an analyst prefer Rank2Galerkin over Rank1Galerkin? Obviously, this question only makes sense in the context of a many-query study where the interest is in simulating an ensemble of trajectories corresponding to multiple realizations of the forcing function, as in a typical forward propagation study in UQ.

Suppose we are given a target ROM size, \( K \), and need to simulate an ensemble of

\(^7\)https://www.openmp.org/spec-html/5.0/openmp.html
\(^8\)The average time per step is computed by timing the full simulation and dividing by the total number of steps, which we set in all cases to 4000.
Fig. 5. Performance results obtained for the ROM problem in Eq. (3.3) showing the (a) computational throughput (GFlops), (b) memory bandwidth (GB/s), and (c) average time (milliseconds) per step, for various thread counts, forcing size $M$, and number of modes $K$.

$P$ trajectories (where $P$ is large, $P \gg 10$) from realizations of the forcing term, while needing to meet these two constraints: (a) we have a limited budget of cores available, e.g., a single node with 36 physical cores; (b) due to, e.g., memory constraints,
1024 is the maximum feasible number of trajectories that can simultaneously live on the node. These constraints are arbitrarily set here for the sake of the argument, but are reasonable values nonetheless. What combination of thread count, \( n \), and number of simultaneous trajectories, \( M \), would be the most efficient to obtain those \( P \) samples while satisfying the given constraints? For example, one could launch 36 single-threaded runs in parallel, each using \( M = 1 \), and then repeat until all \( P \) runs are completed. This implies that, at any time, all 36 cores of the node would be occupied, and 36 realizations of the forcing term would be running simultaneously, which means that both the core budget and the memory constraint are satisfied. A minor variation would be to run 18 two-threaded runs at the same time each using \( M = 1 \). This would still satisfy both the core budget and the memory constraint. The most interesting scenarios arise when we vary \( M \). Generalizing, this is a (discrete) constrained optimization problem, since we need to optimize over number of threads and \( M \). Solving this in a general context is outside the scope of this work, but we provide the following insights.

Let \( \tau(K,n,M) \) represent the runtime to complete a single Galerkin ROM simulation of the form Eq.(3.3) with ROM size \( K_v = K_\sigma = K \), using \( n \) threads and a given value \( M \). It follows that the total runtime to complete trajectories for \( P \) forcing realizations with a budget of 36 threads can be expressed as

\[
\tau^P(K,n,M) = \tau(K,n,M) \frac{P}{\frac{36}{n}M},
\]

because \( \frac{36}{n} \) is the number of independent runs executing in parallel on the node with each run responsible of computing \( M \) trajectories. We can define the following metric

\[
s(K,n,M) = \frac{\tau^P(K,1,1)}{\tau^P(K,n,M)} = \frac{\tau(K,1,1)M}{\tau(K,n,M)n},
\]

where \( s(K,n,M) > 1 \) indicates Rank2Galerkin is more efficient than Rank1Galerkin, while the opposite is true for \( s(K,n,M) < 1 \). This metric can be interpreted as a speedup (or slowdown) factor.

Figure 6 shows a heatmap visualization of \( s(K,n,M) \) computed for various values of \( M \) and \( n \), and ROM sizes \( K \in \{256, 512, 1024, 2048\} \). To generate these plots, we used the runtimes obtained in § 4.2. The plots allow us to reason about what is the most efficient setting. For example, looking at Figure 6 (a), which corresponds to \( K = 256 \), we observe that using Rank2Galerkin with \( M = 32 \) and \( n = 2 \) yields \( s(256,2,32) = 12.98 \), which means that for this setup the Rank2Galerkin is about 13 times more efficient than using Rank1Galerkin with \( n = 1 \). Depending on the given ROM size, similar conclusions can be made. The second key observation is that as the ROM size increases, it becomes increasingly more convenient to rely on Rank2Galerkin. For example, if we fix \( n = 12 \) and \( M = 256 \), we see that when \( K = 256 \) we have a 10X speedup with respect to Rank1Galerkin with \( n = 1 \) (see Figure 6 (a)), but we reach a 26X speedup for \( K = 2048 \), see Figure 6 (d).

The above results suggest that, if the goal is to compute an ensemble of trajectories for different realizations of the forcing term and the main cost function is the runtime, Rank2Galerkin should always be preferred over the Rank1Galerkin.

### 4.4. Predictive and reproductive ROM accuracy.

We now discuss the accuracy of the Galerkin ROM for the elastic shear wave test case under consideration. We consider the scenario where the period, \( T \), parameterizing the forcing signal varies
over a fixed interval, \( T \in [31, 69] \), and aim to quantify how accurately the Galerkin ROM can approximate the FOM predictions as \( T \) varies over that interval. Note that since here the focus is on quantifying the accuracy, it does not matter which ROM formulation is used. We use Rank2Galerkin to perform the analysis because it is more efficient, but the same results would be obtained using Rank1Galerkin.

The complete definition of the problem is as follows. We use the PREM as material model, a total simulation time of \( t_{\text{final}} = 2000 \) (seconds) and a time step size \( \Delta t = 0.1 \) (seconds) to ensure stability. The forcing acts at 150 (km) depth, and is modeled as a Ricker wavelet with 90 seconds delay and period \( T \). This delay, combined with the total integration time, represents a system that is at rest for a small period of time, and then excites and decays due to the action of the forcing. For the FOM runs, we use the grid with \( N = 3,143,168 \) total degrees of freedom, which we recall stems from using a \( 512 \times 2048 \) velocity grid. This grid is chosen because, given \( T = 31 \) and the PREM material model, it is the smallest one (in powers of two) satisfying the numerical dispersion criterion we use in our code.\(^9\)

\(^9\)To ensure the numerical dispersion is satisfied, for any given grid we require its maximum grid spacing, \( h \), to satisfy \( h \leq T v_{\text{min}}^s / \lambda \) where \( \lambda \) is the target number of grid points per wavelength which we set to 10 and \( v_{\text{min}}^s \) is the minimum shear velocity in the material model.
To compute the POD modes for the ROM, we proceed as follows: we run the FOM at $T = 35, 65$, save the velocity and stress states every 2 seconds, and then merge the data from both training points into a single snapshot matrix which is used to compute the POD modes via SVD. We deliberately choose only two training points for two main reasons: (a) it is the smallest training set one can choose to sample a one-dimensional parameter space; and (b) it mimics a realistic situation where limited data are available. This occurs, for example, when a computational model is very expensive to run such that an analyst can only afford a few runs, or where experimental data is collected at just a few parameter points and more experiments are not affordable. For such cases, in fact, relying on data-driven models requiring large training datasets is unfeasible. We thus believe it is interesting to assess whether one can construct a sufficiently accurate ROM given limited data, which, if positive, would highlight the full power of ROMs versus purely data-driven models.

Our goal is to characterize both a reproductive and predictive scenario. A reproductive scenario occurs when the ROM accuracy is quantified and evaluated at the same (training) points in the parameter space used to generate the basis functions of the ROM. In this case, this means evaluating the ROM accuracy for $T \in \{35, 65\}$. A predictive scenario is where the ROM accuracy is evaluated at parameter instances (test points) that differ from those used to generate the basis functions of the ROM. Here, the predictive analysis is run at 10 random samples over the parameter range $(35, 65)$, as well as $T = 31$ and $T = 69$, outside the training range. We remark that this is a key choice because it allows us to assess the extrapolation capabilities of the ROM, which generally is one of the main weaknesses of purely data-driven methods.

To quantify the accuracy of the ROM, we rely on the following relative error

$$E_{\ell_2} = \frac{\|x(t_{\text{final}}; \eta, \mu) - \tilde{x}(t_{\text{final}}; \eta, \mu)\|_2}{\|x(t_{\text{final}}; \eta, \mu)\|_2}$$

where $x(t_{\text{final}}; \eta, \mu)$ is the FOM state (for either velocity or stresses) computed at the final time $t_{\text{final}}$ for the given parameters $\eta, \mu$, and $\tilde{x}(t_{\text{final}}; \eta, \mu)$ is the state field reconstructed from the ROM results. Relying on the final time is sufficient for the purposes of this section, and in § 4.5 we show some results quantifying the error over the full simulation time.

Figure 7 (a) shows the relative error (4.3) computed for the velocity degrees of freedom as a function of the period $T$. The results are shown for $(K_v, K_\sigma) \in \{(311, 276), (369, 343), (415, 394), (436, 417)\}$, which corresponds to truncating $10^{-5}, 10^{-7}, 10^{-9}$ and $10^{-10}$ of the POD cumulative energy, respectively. To compute the cumulative energy, we use the same formula defined in [66]). As expected, increasing the ROM size increases the accuracy. We observe that to obtain errors smaller than 5% within the training interval one would need to use at least $(K_v, K_\sigma) = (369, 343)$, but that this choice would still yield a large error of about 12% at the extrapolation point $T = 31$. To have small errors both within the training interval and in the extrapolation regime, one would need at least $(K_v, K_\sigma) = (415, 394)$. If a sufficient number of modes is chosen, the accuracy of the ROM is excellent across the full range and also at the extrapolation points. Similar error results are obtained for the stresses but we omit the corresponding plot for brevity. We remark that we purposefully omit the data obtained for lower energies because those cases yield unacceptable results reaching relative errors that are above 100% for some values of $T$. For this application, the convective nature of the problem can force the need for a large number of modes to accurately predict the dynamics. However, this is not a weakness but can be an advantage in this case because, as discussed in § 4.2, the compute-bound kernels
Fig. 7. Panel (a) shows the relative error, see Eq.(4.3), computed for the velocity degrees of freedom between the FOM solution and the corresponding ROM-based approximation as a function of the period $T$ and for various ROM sizes $K$. Panel (b) shows the same relative error metric computed between the FOM and the state approximation obtained via nearest neighbor and linear interpolation using the FOM state at $T = 35$ and $T = 65$ as training points. Panel (c) shows the velocity wave field computed with the FOM (left), the ROM with $(K_v, K_\sigma) = (311, 276)$ modes (middle), as well as their error field (right) at $t_{final} = 2000$ (seconds) for the extrapolation point $T = 69$.

involved in Rank2Galerkin become more efficient and scalable as $K$ increases (up to value which is typically large, $O(10000)$).

For the sake of argument, Figure 7 (b) shows the same relative error metric computed between the FOM and the state obtained via nearest-neighbor and linear interpolation using the FOM states at $T = 35$ and $T = 65$ to compute the approximation. A linear interpolation is the best we can do with two data points. Figure 7 (b) shows that both nearest-neighbor and linear interpolation have quite poor accuracy overall, with errors reaching up to 90% inside the training range and consistently larger than 15% at the extrapolation points. This indicates that, for this test case, the ROM is much more robust and accurate than interpolation.

Panel (c) shows a contour plot of the wave field at the final time $t_{final} = 2000$ (seconds) for the source signal period $T = 69$ (recall that this is an extrapolation point) computed with the FOM (left), ROM with $(K_v, K_\sigma) = (436, 417)$ (middle), and their error field (right). We observe very little difference between the FOM and ROM results, mostly near the earth surface in the range $2\pi/6 < \theta < \pi/2$. 
Given the scope of this work, the above discussion was limited to a representative analysis, but we anticipate a full comparison between the FOM, ROM and other surrogate models (e.g., polynomials or neural nets) to be an interesting study to perform. Several questions arise:

- How many more training points would one need to use for a polynomial approximation to match the ROM accuracy?
- What is the best performing surrogate when the number of training points is larger than two?
- What is the trade off between the cost of computing the surrogate and its accuracy?
- How would the results change if one considered a higher-dimensional parameter space?

4.5. Many-query scenario. We conclude the results demonstrating the application of Rank2Galerkin to a many-query analysis. Using the same problem definition described in §4.4, we assume the period, $T$, parameterizing the forcing signal is uncertain and follows a uniform distribution $U(31, 69)$. We aim to quantify how this parametric uncertainty impacts the model predictions. This is a typical forward UQ study, which we approach using Monte Carlo sampling.

We use the Rank2FOM and Rank2Galerkin to perform $P = 512$ realizations of $T$ by randomly sampling $U(31, 69)$. For the ROM runs, we use $K_v = 436$ and $K_\sigma = 417$ (since these values proved to be accurate, see Figure 7(a)), and select the most efficient combination of threads and $M$ by leveraging the performance results shown in §4.2. Based on Figure 6 (b) (since $K = 512$ is a good approximation of $K_v$ and $K_\sigma$ used here), we choose $M = 64$ and $n = 4$ threads to run each Rank2Galerkin simulation. For the FOM, we use four threads $n = 4$ and $M = 4$ for each run. This choice is made by using the FOM results in §4.1 to compute a metric similar to the one computed for the ROM in §4.3, and extracting the most efficient combination. This is reported in §SM2 of the supplemental material.

4.5.1. Accuracy. Figure 8 shows the seismograms—and representative statistics computed using the ensemble of 512 runs—collected at locations on the earth surface, $r = 6371$ km, with polar angles $\theta = 10^\circ$ and $60^\circ$. The left column of Figure 8 shows the mean and the 5-95th percentile bounds over the full time domain computed with the ROM using $K_v = 436$ and $K_\sigma = 417$. The right column of Figure 8 shows magnified views of specific time windows displaying curves for different percentiles as well as the mean and error bars computed with the FOM. The predictions are characterized by substantial variations, stemming from the complex pattern of reflections, refractions and interference of the shear waves through the domain, and the ROM accurately approximates the FOM results over the full time domain in both its mean trend and statistics. Note that in this case, the inherently complex dynamics of the waves prevents one from being able to characterize the wavefield variability just by evaluating the extreme values of the forcing period $T$. It is therefore critical to sample the full range of $T$ to obtain accurate statistics, which are fundamental to potentially assess risk and extreme events probabilities.

4.5.2. Computational Gain. To quantify the computational gain, we can reason as follows. Rank2Galerkin. Since we rely on a computing node with 36 physical cores, and use Rank2Galerkin with four threads and $M = 64$, we can launch 8 such simulations in parallel to compute $8 \times 64 = 512$ trajectories. These 8 runs execute in parallel, and
Fig. 8. Seismograms with representative statistics obtained at receivers on the earth surface, \( r = 6371 \) km, with polar angles \( \theta = 10^\circ \) (first row), 60\(^\circ\) (second row), computed from the UQ analysis described in § 4.5.

Therefore finish in approximately the same time as a single run with four threads and \( M = 64 \), which is about 7.5 seconds for the current problem on the machine we used. Rank2FOM. For the FOM, we use individual runs with four threads and \( M = 4 \), implying that we can evaluate 8 runs in parallel, and complete the full ensemble of \( P \) trajectories with 16 sets of runs. Each run takes about 455 seconds, so the total runtime is approximately \( 455 \times 16 = 7280 \) seconds. For the current problem and setup, Rank2Galerkin is thus about 970 times faster than the FOM.

If we were to run the same analysis using the Rank1Galerkin, we would launch 36 parallel single-threaded runs with \( M = 1 \), thus needing about 14 sets of such runs to complete the full ensemble of \( P \) trajectories. The approximate runtime of one such Rank1Galerkin is about 8 seconds, so the total runtime is approximately \( 8 \times 14 = 112 \) seconds. Rank2Galerkin is 15 times faster than Rank1Galerkin.

Here we are not accounting for the cost of computing the basis for the ROM simulations for two main reasons: first, computing the POD basis only needs to be done once during the offline stage; second, computing the POD for a very tall skinny matrix (i.e., \( m_r \gg m_c \) where \( m_r \) and \( m_c \) are the number of rows and columns, respectively) can be efficiently done leveraging one of the algorithms scaling with \( m_c \), see, e.g., chapter 45 in [28].

We can summarize the following benefits in using the Galerkin ROM for this seismic application: first, if needed, we can query the system very efficiently for either a single or several values of \( T \) to explore different statistics; second, the dimensionality of the ROM is small enough such that one can store the full time evolution of the
generalized coordinates and use them later on to efficiently reconstruct the full wave fields at target times; third, computing the seismograms from the ROM data can be done very efficiently because we can just use individual rows of the POD basis to reconstruct the field at target points on the earth surface thus avoiding the need to load the full basis matrix in memory.

5. Conclusions. We presented a reformulation, called rank-2 Galerkin, of the Galerkin ROM for LTI dynamical systems to convert them from memory bandwidth-to-compute-bound problems. We described the details of the formulation and highlighted its benefits compared to the formulation adopted so far in the community. Rank-2 Galerkin is suitable to solve many-query problems driven by the forcing term in a scalable and efficient way on modern computing node architectures.

We demonstrated the rank-2 Galerkin using, as a test case, the simulation of elastic seismic shear waves in an axisymmetric domain. We showed the excellent scalability of rank-2 Galerkin with respect to the number of cores, which is a result of the nature of the underlying computational kernels. We quantified the accuracy of the ROM for this application as the period of the forcing varies, and showed that for this problem, a Galerkin ROM has excellent accuracy in both the reproductive and predictive scenarios. Using a Monte Carlo sampling exercise, we demonstrated the quantification of the uncertainty in the wavefields stemming from an uncertain forcing period, and showed that rank-2 Galerkin is about 970 times faster than the FOM while being extremely accurate in both the mean and statistics of the field.

As alluded to in this manuscript, several interesting future directions and applications arise. In addition to problems of the form (2.1), the rank-2 formulation may yield computational gains in other ROM contexts, e.g., linearized systems (sensitivity and stability analysis), gradient-based solvers for nonlinear ROMs, and nonlinear ROMs with polynomial nonlinearities [38].

The approach could be generalized to the case where the state and forcing are rank-3 tensors. This would enable one to simultaneously compute multiple realizations of $\eta$ (which parametrizes the system matrix) and $\mu$ (which parametrizes the forcing only). In this case, an obstacle to overcome would be to efficiently assemble the reduced system matrices for multiple realizations of $\eta$. The feasibility of this strictly depends on the parameterization of the system matrix: if the parameters can be decoupled from the matrix, then the reduced system matrices may be computed efficiently; if this decoupling is not possible, one could leverage interpolation methods applied to the system matrix [4]. This rank-3 formulation would open up interesting opportunities from a computational standpoint, for example employing higher-order singular value decompositions [2] and drawing ideas from the advances on tensor algebra taking place within the deep learning community, where rank-3 tensors are at the core of formulations. Of particular interest are algorithmic developments for batched matrix multiplication kernels [63, 1, 45, 35] and hardware innovations such as tensor cores [48] and tensor processing units [37].

Beyond linear problems, one could assess the feasibility of applying a reformulation similar to the one presented here to ROMs of nonlinear systems, and the potential gains of applying the rank-2 or rank-3 Galerkin ROMs to inverse problems in geophysics. Another critical aspect is the practical challenge related to implementing rank-2 Galerkin in a performance-portable way as a library to be used by other applications. The latter topic is of particular interest to us: we are currently working on the design and implementation of the rank-2 Galerkin formulation in our ROM
library Pressio\textsuperscript{10}.
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Appendix A. Problem setup for the FOM scaling results. To run the FOM scaling tests presented in § 4.1, we employ a material model comprising a single, homogeneous layer with $\rho = 2500$ (g/cm$^3$) and $v_s = 5000$ (m/s). The source signal acts at 640 (km) of depth and takes the form of the first derivative of a Gaussian. For the Rank1FOM, the source has a period $T = 60$ (seconds) and delay 180 (seconds), while for the Rank2FOM each forcing term has the same Gaussian form but with a period randomly sampled over the interval (60, 80). The numerical dispersion condition is satisfied for all problems sizes. The time step size is $\Delta t = 0.05$ such that numerical stability is ensured for all problem sizes considered, and each run completes 1000 time steps, which allows us to collect meaningful timing statistics of the computational kernels.

Appendix B. When should an analyst prefer the Rank2FOM? In this section, we present for the FOM an analysis similar to the one done for the ROM in § 4.3. Here, we set the constraints as follows. First, we assume a limited budget of cores available, e.g., a single node with 36 physical cores. Second, we constrain the maximum number of forcing values running simultaneously on the node to be 48. This can stem from, e.g., memory constraints. Note that unlike the Rank2Galerkin, the Rank2FOM cannot have too many simultaneous forcing terms being evaluated at the same time on the node because the memory requirements are much bigger. Therefore, this poses a much stricter limit, and we arbitrarily choose 48 as a constraint for the sake of the argument noting, however, that it is quite a large value.

Similarly to § 4.3, we proceed as follows. Let $\tau(N, n, M)$ represent the runtime to complete a single FOM simulation of the form Eq. (3.2) with $N$ total degrees of freedom using $n$ threads and a given value $M$. It follows that the total runtime to complete trajectories for $P$ forcing realizations with a budget of 36 threads can be expressed as

\begin{equation}
\tau^P(N, n, M) = \tau(N, n, M) \frac{P}{\frac{36}{n} M},
\end{equation}

because $\frac{36}{n}$ is the number of independent runs executing in parallel on the node with each run responsible of computing $M$ trajectories. We can define the following metric

\begin{equation}
s(N, n, M) = \frac{\tau^P(N, 2, 1)}{\tau^P(N, n, M)} = \frac{\tau(N, 2, 1) 2M}{\tau(N, n, M) n},
\end{equation}

where $s(N, n, M) > 1$ indicates Rank2FOM is more efficient than Rank1FOM, while the opposite is true for $s(N, n, M) < 1$. We remark that the reference case used here

\textsuperscript{10}https://github.com/Pressio
for this metric is the Rank1FOM using \( n = 2 \) threads, since for the FOM we never use less than 2 threads, see § 4.1.

Figure 9 shows a heatmap visualization of \( s(N, n, M) \) computed for various values of \( M \) and \( n \), and \( N \in \{785, 152; 3, 143, 168; 12, 577, 792; 50, 321, 408\} \). To generate these plots, we used the FOM runtimes obtained in § 4.1. The heatmap plot allows us to reason as follows. For example, for the \( 3 \cdot 10^6 \) problem size, using \( M = 4 \) and \( n = 4 \) is 37% more efficient than the case \( M = 1, n = 2 \), and becomes 59% more efficient if we consider the \( 50 \cdot 10^6 \) problem size. For \( M = 16 \) and \( n = 12 \), the gain is about 30% for the \( 3 \cdot 10^6 \) case and becomes 43% for the \( 50 \cdot 10^6 \) one. This trend suggests that the gain increases with the problem size. It is interesting to note that the gains are overall quite small, never exceeding 60%. This is due to the fact that while the Rank2FOM has a higher compute intensity than Rank1FOM, they are both memory-bandwidth bound problems, and therefore they are both limited. This is in contrast to what we observed for the ROM in § 4.3, where we obtained up to 26 times speedup using the rank-2 ROM formulation.

Appendix C. Data and Code Availability. The code developed for this work and data used in the paper are publicly available at:

- Code repository: https://github.com/fnrizzi/ElasticShearWaves
  Git hash: 2e4cf2151d3e284b4ce3c29f7f6a12efa097915b
- The full dataset: https://github.com/fnrizzi/RomLTIData contains the data
as well as the scripts to generate the plots
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